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APA, TRACT
Data from the Str._to_phevic arm Meso._pherlc gounder (SAMg) or, the N;7_bu._ 7
satellite, foz Lhc, three ycal:; from, January 19/_,-lJecembcr 19_I, ,-_ic, H!;¢:Cl to
prepare a reference model f_r ti_e Jet,g-live(% tr.ice gases mcth,_ne (Cti I _I_<i
nitrous oxide (Nn(D) in the slratospl_ere. The mc,(ic:l Js pre._el_te,'l _ n _i',bu]c_r
form on seventee_ pressure surfaces frrm_ 20 Co O.1 rob, in 20 ° latitude bl;_s
from 50S to 7ON, and for each month o[ the 3'ear. 'lhe me.alia by wt,lch _}Lt!
data quallty and intel-dnnuJ) varl_bl_Ity, ah,J sotie or th_ mo_t, int(,Tcst_: c
globally and seasonally volt ILIc features of tic data are di:;cussed i: _,f.
I NTRODUCTTON
N20 and CH| are both importar]t minor constituents of the st r;Ltospher( for
middle atmosphere, both el lqlilatiMq neat tl,u sL_rtdcc I_' a vaileiy c,f
processes wi_ch It_clu(le:_ ,H_lh*OpOtluHiC _'_UIL:C:S tl_ unch coHt: /_/. ;,!_ I,_,!t;
gases have _a_rly lad U l_fetimes agalllst photochemical clestruct_on L!_,_jlng
from about a year for methane in the lower 5tratos['dlere to a few weekr_ re;
nitrous oxide near the s! l-,it fq_ausc} , they are im},_rt_*nt tl_z(:(:rs O( the"
transfer process across the I ropbpause and or tile sl ratosphc, r _t: nt(:uc, <_ _ <_' -
arian. Methane is a source o_ water vapour if% the m_d_]e at_l__g[_here _
result of a serles of reac?ioi:s equivalent, to
CII 4 * 202 = CO 2 + 2 U20
wh_]e nitrous oxide is lhc n!nin se_irce of SLt-atosphe_-ic NO x L,y ;_ :;_t :_,_;
equivalent to
2NzF) + O 2 = 4NO
a1_d subsequent rcc, ctio;is.
The Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (SAMS) made observetlorab _v<::r ' 'e
Nimbus 7 spacecraft from 1978 to 1983. The SAMS instrument has beer_
described by Drummond et al /2/ and examples Of the results front the e:<per_-
meat are presented and disuu._sed in the &rticles by Barnett et al /3/ ,_t_,_
Jones and Pyle /4/. The last-named paper discusses the methane and li_trous
ox_de observations in partleular detail, including the retrieval of ab,lrtd-
a_ces from radiance observations and arl analysis of the error budge_. ';: c
data used here are essentlallj' the same as these used by Jones and PyJu,
with some reprocessing and cc_ns[derab[e reformattlng and manipulation. Our
goal is to produce standard tables Which _epresent the mean distribution uf
methane and nitrous oxide as a function of heig|,t, latitude and 111oath.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENTS
SAMS is a nlne-channe], limb-viewing infrared radiometer employin_ the
pressure-modulation technique /5/ to observe thermal emission from carbon
dioxide (for temperature retrievals) and five other atmospheric minor
constituents. Methane was observed In the _)4 band near 7.6 pm and n/trees
oxide in the %)i band near 7.8 _. Both .:hanneis shared the same pyroelectric





either species occupled about one-thlrd of each month on average,
The vertical resolution of the measurements is 8 to IO km. Profiles were
actually retrieved at seven altitudes, including a fixed base value at 1.4
scale heights (250 mb). The other levels were 2.6, 3.8, 5.0, 6.2, 7.4, and
8,6 scale heights (75, 20, 7, 2, 0.6, and 0.2 mb respectively). Most of the
useful information is restricted to levels between 0.2 (0.6 for N20) and
20 mb.
The SAMS N?O and CH4 observations are not entirely independent,since their
spectral b_nds overIap and data from one species is required by the retrieval
program to determine the other. Vertical correlations are introduced by the
finite field of view of the instrument and temporal correlations by the
'sequential maximum likelihood operator' approach used for the rutrlev_il /4/.
There is also some latitudinal interdependence in the data introduced by the
temperature retrieval algorithm /6/. All of these effects are small, however,
especially in monthly averages.
For the purposes of producing the present model, an additional filter was
applied to the data. The smoothing was based on a lOglo (mixing ratio) grid
of 5 (altitudes) x 12 (latitudes) x 14 (months), (i.e.-repllcating January
and December at each end to ensure continuity in time). Each grid point was
tben combined with a value obtained from the interpolation of up to 13 pairs
of ad3acent grid points, each reduced to 10% weighting. This gives a relat-
ively small amount of smoothing which removed a few rogue points and smoothed
out the sharper features which althouqh real were probably atypici,[.
The accuracy of the retrieved zonal mean as determined by Jones and Pyle /4/,
who combined conservative estimates of all of the known sources of error
including spectroscopic and retrieval uncertainties, and noise due to
instrumental sources and spacecraft jitter, varies with height but is at best
20% for CH_ and 25% for N20. The corresponding precision is _3% for CH
and _ 6% f_r N O. The 'confidence limits' established by the same authors
for the vertical range of the measurements is 20 mb (_25 kin) to 0.2 mb
(_60 kin) for CH 4 and 0.6 mb (_53 kin) for N20.
COMPARISON WTTH OTHEn MI_ASUREMENTH
The lower part of the SAHS retr_e_,ed profiles can be compared w_th balloon
meas_remerlts /7/, whkch extend up to dbo_It 7 mb and therefore overlap ihe
lowest two SAMS vertical resoiutlon elements. Jones ai_d Pyle /4/ made such
comparisons and found that, whi}e the i_-situ and satellite data agree quite
well near the top of the region of overlap, lower down discrepancies of
nearly a factor of two occur with the SAMS amounts being higher. More recent
measurements /8/ of both CH and N?O by a cryogenic sampling technique in4
1979, 1982 and 1985 confirm the discrepancy but its orlgJn is still a myste_,.
One possibility is the spectroscopic data used in _e SAMS retrieval, which
may not include enough weak lines of the fundamental or some overlapping band.
This p_ssibility is under investigation and the data set may be comp]etely
revised at some later date. Fol the medntime, eve[* if it can be assumed
that the responsibility for the discrepancy lies entirely with the satellite
date, which is probably not the case as the in-sltu data shows a considerable
scatter, we cannot correct our model without mr,re information on the extent
to which the difference depends on (a) altitude, (b) latitude, (c) month,
and (d) natural variability of the atmosphere. We do provide, however,
(Table I) a llst of the estimated mean differences between the two kinds of
data for the latitudes and times at which comparisons are possible. It
should further be noted that, according to Schmidt /8/, not only the absolute
amounts but also the trend with time in late simpler at 45ON is in disagree-
ment. Balloon data show lower abundances in October/November than in Sep-
tember, in contrast to SAMS findings. Again, the reason for this is under
investigation but in this case a spectroscopic exp]anation seems unlikely.
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MODELS OF VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF METIIANE AND NITROUS OX_Dk:
Models were producer} by averaging the SANS data for the three year period
from January 1979 through December 1981 and applying some smoothing. SANS
actually made observations from shortly after laHnch on 24 October 197B until
June 1981, but the early data con:;_sts mainly of Instrument checkout modes
while those obtained after Marcl. J982 were rendered more difflcult to inter-
pret by the volcanic dust injected into the stratosphere by the eruption of
El Chlchon ant] wit] require [ui, ,,,_r vai_datJon.
Averages were formed first by day and by latitude, the latter in 100 bids.
The daily data and their estimated errors were then used to produce an error-
weighted average by month, before the correspondln-_ months for the three
years were combined. Thereafter, the 'error' was taken to be the square root
Of the greater of either the variance or ti_e inverse sum of the wei_jhts c,[
the contributing data. Th_s approach brings in the standard deviation of
the profiles contributing to the mean. For any further manipulation of the
data, each point was weighted by the illverse square of this 'error'. The
extension of the N20 data to 0.2 mb was done simply by subtracting 0.5 from
the log (mixing ratio) at 0.6 mb, accompanied by an increase in the variance
of the log mixing ratio of O.I, i.e. an additional error in the mixing ratzo
of about a factor of 2.
Table 2 gives the monthly zonal mean nitrous ox_de and methane mixing rnt_o_
in ppbv and ppmv respectively, as a function of latitude arid height, for eat:_
month. The height intervals are the standard ones chosen by Keatl]ig and
Young /9/ for their model of middle atmosphere ozone. In the table, the
value for miming ratio is accompanied by an indication of the uncertdl;it_ t_!
the n_ber due to instrument llolse, to daily ,variance and to extrapolation
outside the 'confidence limits' for the original measurements.
DISCUSSION OF MAJOR FEATURES
A programme of scientific ann]y_:_ cJf these d;lla .i_, ,1o]nq on, al_ll in i.,Ti _:-
ular a detailed discussioh of the f_atures pre.%ent I,% ti,e tllne-averaged c_otn
used to produce the model t_,bul_ited here wi!l _horr[y appear im a paper r,: w
in preparation /It)/. A scJellti[ic interpretation el tile structure whlc_l
appears in the distribution l,rofiles of stratospl_eric methane and nitrou._;
oxide is clearly beyol,d the scope of the present paper, but the fol]ow_ng
brief phenomenological description of the main features may assist one's
understanding of the model.
Firstly, the overall structnre seen in abnndance charts for either Cll 4 and
N20 is qualitatively the sa,,It., ;,s Ini,lhl l,c e×iHcted ,il" ]onq-]Jv(.d S[)('c](,5:
whoa,.= o L:itribuLion is coDLJ-olled ni(_£'(_ b? <lyli_illl]cs th;ln cht.,lliistry. 'l'l_e
following remarks, therefore, apply to Lath gases, and always (in this pai_er)
to zonal mean abundances.
The highest absolute amounts occur towards the end of S,)mmer, i.e. in Septem-
ber/OcT-ober in the Northern llemisphere and March/April ]n the Southern. At
any given latitude, the zonal mean abundance tends to peak earlier at hiqh(.r
altitudes, the opposite to the behavior to be expected if material from the
troposphere was simply being advected verticaklly. At high altitudes t,_ear
the 0.2 mb level) there is a pronounced seml-annual oscillation in the
abundances of CH 4 and N20 whlch, incldenta] }y, is not present in the thermal
structure when averaged in the same wuy. ;4emarkably, this feature is present





Monthly mean m|xing ratios for nitrous oxide in parts per billion (10 9) by
vol_e (ppDv) then methane ih parts per million by volume (ppmv). An indic-
ation of the reliability of the values as a model of the actual a_aounts to
be expected in any given year is given by the letter following each entry.
These represent the standard deviation or standard error of the data making
up the value, as given in the key and described in the text. Absence of a
letter means less than ten pcrcunt deviation in the data. Annual averages
are qiven at lhe end of the ::at of monthly meal,s.
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0.46 D 0+48C 0.32 C 0+85 C 0.76 c 0 92 C L.37_ 1.87C 2.05 C 1.82C 0.84 C 0 79 C 1.21D
0+64 D 0 67 C 0.?1C 0.86 C 1.00 C 122 C 1.81 c 2.46 C 2.68 C 1. '_C ].10c 1+02 C 1-54 C
0.86 c 0.92 C 0.97 _ 1.13 J_ L.32 B t.61C 2.39 c 3+24 c $.80 C 2.83 C 1.42 C 1.33 C 1.95 c
1.37 c ],50 B 156 a ] 78 a 2 03 a 247 a 3.62 "q 4.848 809 _ 3508 2. Oda 192 z_ 267c
2. }_8c 2,36 D 2.450 2 _8 _ 3 908 3 _O _ 513 D 6 04 _ 6 66 u 4,5 I 0 26_ a 2.47 B 3 }4 +_
4.73 c" $ 03 a 8.20 _ 5.4_ a 5.771_ 6 7'3 s 9. L7"q 11,25 a 10.42 a 6,68 n 4.16 a 3,75 a 4+11 c
D B B B r _ 8 8 a a B
10.29 c' 1071 31.06 11.13 1108 12.70 a ]6.3(r' 191)7 18.32 982 8.45 5.88 $.38 I
c • 8 B ,_¢ B 8 8 a B s
15.78 17.27 18.60 18.88 18.$. 20+50 _ 25.03 2?.42 22.88 14.20 n 9.66 8.48 7.97 1
23.38 C 2700 a 30.378 31.188 30.218 32.338 37.388 38.60 a 81.488 20.558 14.288 12.428 II.76 al
c 8 8 B jEI 8 B 8 8 B34.63 42.20 _ 49.86 5148 49,28 50,99 `¢ 88.82 a 64.35 43.38 29.54 21.03 18.23 17.35 1
70.84 a 93.82 J) 118.418126_368117.$8a114.67a113.80 j_ 1_1,81 a 76.92 a 56.718 42.39 '1) 38.54 a 38.16B[
96.27/¢ 121.89 _ 147.748 184.99 _ 146,268 141.99J 138.39 II 116.42 b 93.478 72.30 B 66+1_ 50.14 _ 60.048 f
161.968188.538213.568220,738210.438202.72J_180.64_100.498129.358108.308 89.90 a 84.988 90.09 _
271.468291 60_ 308.9_ 314.38 a 302 81 a 289.43#24 156 # 194.52 _ 178.99 _ 162.4 ]B 148.83 "_143,93"_I_2.20 C




Awri • N30 _v for JULY
Lschude ON
_._" 1.5i" 0.99" 0.80" 0.5_" 0.98 _
1.73_J2 ° 0._4 _ 0_M _ 1.10 _
1.28 ° 0.73 _ 0.75 D t.23 D
__ 1.65c o._C o.o6v t.s4_
2.12 ° 1.21C 1.73 c 1.93 c
__ 1.87c 2.41c
_1 3.87 s 2.21 m 2_7 B 3.15 m
1.00 1.76 C 1.84 c 2.24/I 2.73 a 3.09 _ . 41B 6._4 B 8.74 B 7.818 4.78 j 2.73 = 2.$e j 3.36 B
1.50 3.11 ¢ 3,43 c 4.07 • 4.&6 a 3.17 i' 7.45 a 11.33/m 13,828 11.02 a 45.80 # 3.89 m 3.35 s 3.73 a
2._ SrS_ (5.39 B 7,39 m 7.e.3 a 8.62 B 12.59 / 18.57 J 21 85 D 17.27 a g.67 'w S.SS a 4.40 B 4.14 •
3.00 I 9.18c 10-70a 12.10n 12731 14-29# 19"62# 27443 31"111 24-41a 14.231 8.52JI 0,741 6.208
4.00 15.06 c 17.52 • 19.700 2092 a 23.39# 30.03 # 3982 _ 43.55 s 34.02 D 20.738 12.978 10.30 a 9.51 e
5.00 24.68 c 28.678 31.838 3437 # $8.018 45.945 J 57.788 _ 1_ 47.43 a 30.21 m 19.74 s 15.72 m 14",47 °
7.00 0034 a 69,30 s 75.33 B 8379# 91.30 # 98578 112.21•110.75 j 85.93 D 39,44 j 42.0_ m 33,881 31.16 i
10.00 _ _009 a 9¢.,54 s I03,fX.y8115.37•J23.3001"Z9271135483128,093104.088 76fl0 J 569_ _ 43.74 B 4813 m
15_00 I 175.078 1_'_.948 175770 196.61C 2037 8"2 .03120 18546° 16221• 143.17• 116.92_ 04,21B 89.46 • 935 D
- 20.00 L 342.58 • 2,_%_,78 298.49 c 335 o• '-_33Q.4_ • 3t9.17 _ 253.88 s 207 98 ;_ 1_.97 e 17&.46 a 15_ 95 • 164.19 n 20s.06 s



















-50' -40 -30 -20 -10 0 -_ 10 +20 +30 +40 +50 +60 +70"
088 D 043 D 047 D 0.77D 097 D 1 24 ° 1 78 c' 2 18 _" 216 C 1.4BD 0,8_ D 0.50 D 0_ D
0.73 _ 0.50 D 0 58_ 0.87 c 1.10c 1.41r" 2.03¢; 249 _; 2.45 c 1.68p I.QOD 0.@7 ° 0 44 _
0.92 ° 0.68 ° 0.74 c 1.12 C 1.41 c 1.83 c 2.65 c 3.25 c 3.15 c 2.]4 _ 1.27 _ 08_ z) 0.57 D
I 18 z> 0.91 c 0.99 ° 1 48c 1.82° 2_38 *_ 345 c 4.24c" 4_07 _: 2.73 O 161 c 1.0_O 0,74 °
1.46 c 1.22 _ 1.33 a 1.87 _ 2.34 c 3,09 _' 4.80 _' 5.831 S.24 C 3.48 c 2.04 c 1.37 _ 0_(I c
1.945c 1+83c 2.04• 2.70# 3.30 • 4.51• 6.381 5+07• 7.48 _ 4.88 • 2.77 a 1.83• 1.38_
2.28 c 2.40 c 27R _ 359 • 4.31 • 6.081 3.81 @ 10.81 _ 9._O _ 6.00 _ 3.20 _ 2.08 • 164 B
2.91 c 8.75 c 4.66 • 5.7_ 7.318 9.991 14,318 18.76 • 14.54 • 8.528 4.07 • 2.52 • 1.94 c
8.72 c 6.88 _ 7.83 s 9.338 11.808 16.40 _ 23-24 _ 26.47 • 22.04 • 12.11 m 5.19# 3.0_ • 2.48 c
6.17 c 9.39# 12.188 14.40 _ 18.00 # 24.16 _ 32.81 • 3586 s 29.57 a 17.13 • 3.03 • 4.07 • 3.86 c
10.2. 14.91 18 57 21.85 20.89 _ 34.93 45.46 47 68 3903 24.13 12.4. 7.76 80_ i
10.93 c 23.36 • 28.34 • 331241 40.17 • 50.50 _ 82.9_ 63 3_ 51.52 • 33.89 J 19.21 • 12.38 • 9531 I
42.23 53.38 61.12 70.94 83.00 _ 98.0_ 113.10 a 105.90 _ 85.03 62.53 42.10 28.82 21'70_ I
63.91 c 79.04 • 99._ 8 I01 7_ I14.70 a 127.34 s 140.02 • 130.11 • I05.08 • 81.00 _ 68.7] a 4208 • 33.68 a I
c 1 • 1 • • • • • •127.53 152.18 171.32c18882cI_._ 19fl80 _ 99.86 183.37 149.45 124.64 101.94 33.15 8995
254.4802_2.87C328.28C339.20C337.19# 304.1_285 37•258 42•212.61 • 191.77 • 177_00 _ 101.25 • 14_.35 B
A.*r.,8* H_O Ippbv ) for SEPTEMBER
I Pr_m. L_tit._d, [_N){rob) -50' -40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 +30 +40 +50 +eO +70'
0.10'_ 0._1 _ 0.32 v O.e,_ O,b_ u 0.90 u 1.23 u 1.49 # 1.82 u 2.0"/c 1,8_ u 1.29 _ 0.74 _ 043 u
[ 0.18"_ 1.03 ° 0.938 0.73 ° 0,78 ° 1.02 c_ 1.40 _ 1.7fY p 3.08 c 2.31 c 2.(M) D 1.4.5 D 0.82 # 0.4_ D
[ 0.20* / 1.17 ;) 1.0e o 0.80 _ 0.86 c 1.17 _ 1.4M)_ 1.94 c 2.38 c 263 c 2.30 c 1.39 D 0.92 _) 0.56 °
/ 0.3_ _ 1.30 _ 1.36 C 1.16 c 1.13 C 1.62 C 2.0,"C 2.33 c 3.11 c 3 4_ C 2.98 C 1.97 <: 1.15 C 0.73 °
0,40* 1,92 D ]175 ° 1.5_ ].48C L98 _ 2 69 C 3.30 c 407 c 4.44 c 373 _ 2.43 c 1.44c 0 94 c
OSO* 2.48 c 2.24c 1,94G 1.94c' 2.5_ 3,49 c 4.29 c /_,3_ 5 77 • 4.79c 3.00 G 1,8_ c 1.21c
0.70 [ 3.44 c 3.17• 282 s 2 87 D 3.79 l_ 6.08 D 8.31 • 7.31 • 8.31• 8.5_"_ 3 978 2.37 • 1.59 s
1.00 [ 4.13 c 3.97 s 3.738 3.94 • 5.138 684 _) 0.57 • 10.43 • 10.83 e 8.00 _ 4.64 • 2.58 • 1.53 B
1.80 I 6.63 c 8,78 • 5.948 6_05 • 3,49# 1120 a 14.211 • 10.87 i 16.19# 11.038 6.00 # 2.98 • 1.42 s
2,00 [ 7.06 c 8.11 • 9.478 11.23 • 14.04 • 18.36 e 2380 • 27.30 J_ 24.35 • 15.22 • 7.77 • 3.43 • 1.32 •
3,00 10,94 c 12.318 14.00 # 18,05 D 20,90 a 27.19# 34.41 • 37.3V a 32.59# 20.70 • 11.15 • 5.32 • 2.23 _
4.00 ] 18.4_ 1782 • 20.388 24,_ S0._,2 J 39.39# 48.798 50.778 42,92 J 28,05 • 15.94 • 8,238 3.98 I
5.00 21.958 28.758 29.658 35.188 44.$3 • 57.83 • 69.17 • 88.87 • 5(I.818 37.89# 22.778 12.89 _ 6.87 •
7.00 41.758 80.85 _ 58.758 69,51 • 88.48 B 112.77•128.873117,24•92.76• 65.40 a 43,$1 a 28.793 18.13 •
10.00 • • • •
_4,(_38 74,0_ 84.428 99.178 120.68 143.81 153.83 137.73 113.10 B 83.319 59.48 a 42,0e • 31._4 _s
JS.(M) 134.148139.678154.4_170.3_202,4_1215.88•2f_,808180.14•157.381132._48100.18 • 83,21 • 79_40_
i 20.00 , 27_22_2_3_29_282_2c324._339_6`q_323_45•277_9.4•23_9_•2_2_6_(_4M_63•_4•_99_7a
* P---tra, pol,*_ from oriliu-_ dslL Variation in d_* <10%, > I0%'*, >20% •, >50% c, >100% D
73
-7:- :-T -- L...... d. ('N! '
[,Lb) [ -SO" --_4-n --'tO -2O -lO 0 .... _'I_" -" _0 _ 3n "S'40 ,'SO +_ 470'
o ,';'I--if_--_-°-'6_%/_-o_-_ _-_--7_3_r_]_'z_--i_ Is:_"1.2s"o.4" o,32v
0 lS"l I 26 _ i2Z j' 0 B,_II (.I 7(_J) U.Q J_ | O_ I_ I 12_ I J5 I_ |,_t} l_ |,?_1': 1.41 c; 0.94 D 0.$9 D
02{)'I 143 L' 1.37u 0.64 u 0.80 _ I07 ¢) 1 16_: 1 2_ c [ _4_: 1.$2C 1.96 C 1.39C 1.05`O 0.(NBu
0.30"_ 1,_2 o ! 72 "_ 123 C 1.07 (3 L40C L$2 C L68C 2,00C 2 .36_" 2,$| C 2.00 _ 1.32 c 0.ll4 D
0.40"I 2.32 i' 2.13': 1.60_" I 4,_'_" l 83C 1.90": 22) r: 2,61_ 3 04 _ 3.21 c 2.33 _ I._ c 1.08C
0 S_*l 2.65 _: 2.76 C 2.08 C 1.89": 2 39 c 2.61C 2_': 339 C $.92C 4,12 C 3.20C 2.10 C 1._7C
0.?0 I 4.01 c 3.77 e_ 3.05_ 2 $7 B 3.5L B 3641 e 4.'J9e _.00 a 5.60/# 5.1_0jl 4.41B 2m3 B 1.|3_
l,bO I 5.64 C 6.35 ° 658 _ 6.80 a 7,79 _ 8.75 _ g.8 y,_ ll.61J_ 12.37 e 10.64 I* ?.44_ 4.25 C 2,iS c
2.O0 I 6.97 e 8.8 OB I0. 64e II. 66m 12,83 B 14._96 16.57e tg67_ 20 .09e 18.K4a I0.38 a 5.48 c 2.38 c
300 [ I0.89 a 13.20 B I$.56/# 17.57 e 20.]8 e 23.44 B 26.80 a ' 15e 28.59 J 21.$9 j 14.$$ e 7.98 c $.12C
4.00 1 17.03 _ 19.6$ B 22.37 _ 26.9_ a' 31.22 _ 37.0).O 4"_61" ¢_,.3_Ia 3992 a 29+62 a 20.14 D lI.57 _ $.|4C
S.O0 l 2663 _l 20.2511 32.14 _ 383 _,B 48.30 a $8,46 _ 6775 _ 611.16 _ 8574 a 4063 ° 27.92 _ 1678 u 915 C
T OO I $9.1e a 5984 e 61.93 a 77,31 a 105 70a 131 e,3e i53 45u 1¢0.02 e 10L29 _ 71.89 _ $0.45 a 33.01 a 2I,OT"
}O.(X} I 76.74 C 79.13 e 83.38 B IO0.37aI32.03BI60.71BIT530DIS882U|23.17_ 01.68 _ 66.26 B 47.31B 34.21 a
15.0_ I 114.25D126 06 _:[38.77 a IS|;.07_ 192.79 a 224.14s2)g.04 e [23.91m 170.(_66 137._0 _ 104.36 B 30.18 _ 77.04 e
2000 i |72.340200.83C224+3_t:23_59C 281+52 _ 3L2 61_273.60J_241 67"_236.46_206.2 OB 164.37/" I$7.00 a 173.$I _
Ave.r_fe N_O (ppbv) for NOVEMBER
Pr_, La*titode I'N)
(0 b]_0 -S0" .0 -_0 -20 -,0 0 +,0 +20 +30 440 +$0 +60 +70"
• 0,29 D 0 51 u 0.67 _ 063 _ 073 _ 0.71 0._5c 0 55 p 0.70 v 0.69 r; 0.86 _" 0.60 c 0,01
{3 IS*I 0.33 ° o.r l, O.7{_D 0.73 ° 0.84D 0.82 C O._zC 0.64C 080 C 1.12 C 0.g '_ 0.68 C 0.68
020" , 03_ o 0 67 D 0.37 ° 0&5 "n 0.67 C 0.94 C 0.72 C 074 C 092 c 1.28 c 109 c 0.77 c 0.76
0.30" 0.51D 0.88 D 1.14 C 1.13 C 1.29 C 1.23 C 0.9_ C 0.93 c 1.22 C 1.66 C 1.41C 0.98 B 0.94
040" 0.66 ° l,lS c I.SO C 1.52 (3 1.72 c 1.62 c 1.26 c 1.2_ C 1.60 c 2.12 c 1 SI C 1,25 B 1.17
0.50*( 0,91 t_ 1.50 C 1.96 c 2,03 c 2.26 ¢` 2T3 c 1678 1.72 C 2.11C 2.73: *(2a 1.60 R 1.45
0.70 [ 1.39C 2.21C 2.89J_ 3.10 a 3.44e 3.)8 B 2.54m 2.61_ 3.14 j_ 3E7 B 3.27 B 2,21 a 1.82A
1.00 [ 1.93 c 2.9_ .c $192 B 4.35 B 4.73/# 4.37 a 3._ B 3.73 e 4.24 B 4.64 B 4.07 B 2.60 a 1.73 a
1.B.0 J 3._0 C 4.84 B 6,30 B 7.65 B 6.05 B 7_43 B 6 _/" 6.74 B 7.03/# 7.01B $.67 B $.41/" 1.59 a
:i0{_ I 5"66_ 7"90_ 10.78" 13,45" 16.70 _ 12,65 B 1224" 12.20 _ 11,65 B lO.l$B 8.47" 4.47" 1.47"glT C 12.11B 16.24 B 20.77 # 22.16 B 20.9_ B 20.47 J_ 20.3_ 19.@ 15,87/" 12.51 a 6.78 B 2.53 a
4.00 [ 14.09 a 18.25 B 2404 a 3[.42 a S$.|_ a 34.1_ 335311 33.42 J 30.50 J 24.584 18.29j I0.24 B 4.46 a
5.00 ] 21,63 a 2750 J 35.59 _ 47.31 "s _5.61B _5.68 B 54,92 _ $4,75 _ 4897 s 38.0_ a 26,74 B I$.47 B 7.84 C
7.O0 I 46.9_8C $7.43/" 71.47 B 98.61/# 126.06'S131.9(P13104tel$0.73J_113.14J_ 83.13/I 53.1_ 3277 B 21.60 C
I0.00 I _'48c 74,9_ 66,44 B 112,3_ 147.50_ 1_3,9b B IS0.24J_160.14 B 133.67 B 104.$78 72.66 B 48.32 B 36.94 C
16.00 l_8_4Dll6._6_ll$._39_7_.39_9_._9_$8_7_a1$9._la_784_l_3.29_l22._9_ 92.2TC 70.97 a











Av*u'*.|* N_O (ppbv) for DECEMBER
( -_0 _ -40 -30 -20 -_0 0 410 -_0 +30 440 4_ 460 +TO"
0.14 u 0.31 u 0.60 _ 097 u 1.09 u 0,61 u 0.b8 c 0.$1 u 0.67 n 0.77 u 0,74 c 0.$6 u 0.$0 _
0.16 D 0.36 D 0.70 D l.ll C 1.24 ¢' 0.93 C 0.1_ C 0.$9 C 0.645 D 0.87 D 0.84 ° 0.64`0 0.$7 D
0120"1 0.19 'D 0.41 ° 0.81 c 1,28 c 142 C 1.0e c 0.73 c 0.67 ¢ 0,71_ c 0.9_ 0.g.4 c 0_73 c 0.66 o/
_, 0.30" I' 0.26 `0 0.$8 n i.0.'.'._ 1.67 C 1.8_ c 1.36 c 0.98 c 0.88':" 0.933 c 1.28 c 1.20 C 0/J)4 a 0,64 `o
0.40* I 0.35 u 0.76 _; 1.43C 2,1_ C 2.43 C 1.60 C 1,2B c 1.13 ° 1.26 c 1.62`O 1.$2 C 1.21 c 1,09 c
0.S0" / 0.47`0 1.01 c 1.90 C 2.86 c 3.17 C 2.35 B 1.6_ # 1.S0 C 1.68 ° 2. 06C 1.93 B 1.66 c 1.41C
070 0.73 C 1.66 ° 2.89 _ 4,26 B 4,6_ 3.47 a 244 B 2.21 ¢ 2.43/# 2.69 J 2.66 B 2,14 a 1.66 B
10(_ _ l.O8 C 2 21 ° 4 04 _ $.90/" 643 # 4,7t) B 33_1B 2.94 a 3 16 B 3 BO/# 3.18/# 2.4|/# 1.62 e
2.05": 3.97/# 703/# 10 16 D |O.90 a 8.06 B 5 37 _' 4.76 B 4.83/# 5.13/# 4.29 _ 2.04/# 1.99 a
3.92 c 7.]21 12.26 _ 17.49 B 13.44_a 13164 B 9.34j_ 7.(_/# 7.3_J_ 7.34a 479 a 363/# 206/#
6,63 c ll.Ol_ B 18.011 u 26.14 ° 28.71 '0 2197 u 1566 a 13.20 _ 1260 '_ [2.10/# 9,22 _ f*.61 a 3,12/#
10.95/# 16.89 _ 2¢i.09/# 38,29/' 43.84/" 34.7_ n 25.48 B 22.48 B 21,98/" 19.81 _ 14.62/# 8.78/# 4'B0_ l
16.10 a 25.73 I) 37.65/# _6.07 B 6_.63 B $_.0_ 41.76 _ 35.28/# 37.75 B 32.44 jl 25.19 B 13.76 _ 7'37C I
/# /" /" /# /# /" /# B o c44.42 _ 54.37 72.23 109.?0 _ 140,65 124,40 # 100.44 98.21 06.13 76.2_ $3.44 31,15 16.2l I
69.11G 66.65 B 64.97 B 120_29 _ 165.71/" 149,08/# 124.83/" 119.72/# 117.3_ B 102.70 _ 78,12/" 47.3$ c 26.10 C ;
96.I_ D 100 66 c lll.40 B 140.27/" I63.96/" 201,$4/" 176.40 _ I_.$$ j 156.13/" 161.$2/_ 147.07 C 95. I$ C 67.76 c [
,s B B I_ /# B /" c c153.2_147.66_146,04 163.58 217.36 27246 237.78 23|.69_213.07 254.04 276.6_191.23 ]27.76 ]




















Av_a|o CH4 (ppmv) for ,]AI'I'OARY
I_it=4, {'.)
-50" -40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 +30 +40 +S0 +e0 +70*
0.14 0.12 0.10 A 0.09 A 0.10 A 0.11A 0.12 '_ 0.12 .4 0.12'*' 0.11A 0.0_ 0.08`4 0.07 B
0,14 0.12 0.]|.4 0.10`4 0.1l A 0.1_* 0.134 0.|4 A 0.13 A 0.12 .4 0.10 _ 0.09 A 0.Oil D
0.14 O13 0.12 '_ 0.11`4 0.12`4 0.13 x 0.14 A 0.15`4 0.14`4 0.13`4 0.11`4 0.09 _ 0.O8 B
0.15 0.15`4 0.14`4 0.15 `4 0.18 A 0.1t A 0.11`4 0.17`4 0.18`4 0.15`4 0.13`4 0.114 0.09 a
0.13`4 0.10 't O13`4 0.19.4 0.|1`4 0.21 "_ 0.21`4 0.214 0.19 _ O.13`4 0.164 0.13.4 0.10 _
O.le A 0.18 A 0.22 _ 0.35`4 0.26`4 0.36 A 0.20`4 0.354 0.23`4 0.20 _ 0.19 _ 0.10`4 0.13`4
0.17`4 022 A 0.23`4 0.$54 0.37`4 0.35`4 0.33`4 0.30 _ 0.27`4 0.25`4 0.33`4 0.20 _ 0.14 x
0.30 _ 0.23`4 0.32 _ 0.40 _ '0.42`4 0.40 `4 0.33`4 0.34`4 0.30 _ 0.37`4 0.20*' 0.22 `4 0.16`4
0.34`4 0.3Y' 0.40`4 0.51`4 0.54 "4 0-50 A 0.404 0.40 _ 0.35`4 0.3_ 4 0.30 A O.Z(_ O.t_
0.29 .4 0.33 "40.SO 0.64 0.69 0.63 0.5b 0.474.. 0.40`4 0.37" 0.35.4 0.31B 0.23 jw
0.34`4 0.44`4 O.fJ_ 0.09 0.76 0.70 0.63 0.54`4 0.47`4 0.43.4 0.41`4 0.33 J 0.26 Js
0.41`4 0.3.0 _ 0.01`4 0.73 0.82 0.75 0.71 0.61`4 0.54.4 0.31A 0.43`4 0.40 A 0.29 m
0.4_) 0.57`4 0.67`40JO 0.89 0.87 O.79 0.70 0.03`4 0./_ 0.55`4 0.45.4 0.32 s
0.67 0.71 0.79 .4 0.91 1.03"* 1.05 0.99 0.&0 0,83 0.79 0.73`4 0.$8 _' 0.41 m
0.70`4 0.73 'L 0.83`4 0.94"* 1.06'* 1.14`4 I.lO A 0.99 A 0.92'* 0.904 0.03`4 0.89 _ 0.l_6 B
0.03 jl 0,904 0.01`4 0.99"* 1,14`4 1.31`4 1.31`4 1.15`4 1.12 `4 1,11B 1.03 = 0.95 JI 0.94 m




















Averi|, CH, (ppmv) for FEBRUARY
L_tie,.d. ('N)
_SOl --40 -30 -30 -10 0 4-10 +20 +30 +40 +50 4.60 +70"
0id a 0.II`4 0_03 A 0.08 A 0.09 A 0.I0 A 0 10 .4 0.I0 _ 0.09 A 0.09 A 0.0_ 0.O8 A 0.07 B
0.17`4 0.12 `4 0.09 A 009 A 0.II _t 0-II A 0.12`4 0.11 _ 0.10`4 0.10 .4 0.09 _ 0.08`4 0.07 a
0,17`4 0.L3`4 0.10 _ 0,11A 0,124 0.L3`4 0.13`4 0.1_:`4 0,11`4 0.11`4 0.10"4 0.09 _ 0.05 B
O.17`4 0.15`4 0.14 "4 0.15`4 0.16 _ 016`4 0,15`4 0.15 x 0.14 .4 0.14 A 0.13`4 0.11`4 0.10 a
0.17`4 0,17`4 0.13`4 0.20 _ 0.31`4 0.20 _ 0.|9 A 0.19 _ O18`4 0.17 A 0.16 _ 0.13`4 0,12 _
0.17.4 0.20 _ 0.244 0.37`4 0.28/. 0.25`4 0,24 's 0.24`4 0.23 `4 0.21 x 0.19 _ 0.16`4 0.14 _
O. 18`4 0.35`4 0.33`4 0.40 .4 0.39" 0.34`4 0.3"i '_ 0.33" 0.3i 4 0.23`4 0.25" 0.21.4 0.18 J_
0.20 _ 0.28 x 0.33`4 0.40 A 0.45`4 0.39 _ 0.37" 0 37" 034 x O.31'*' 0.27 A 0.23`4 0.21 _s
0.25 _ 0.34`4 0.4(k _ 0.50 _ 0.57 `/ 0.31 0.474 0.44`4 0.40 _ 0.30`4 0.32 A 0.28 _ 0.27 B
0.2_ t 0.4_ 4 0.37`4 0.70 A 0.?2`4 0.05 0.39 0.544 0.47 A 0.42 `4 0.37 A 0.35 .4 0.34 _
0.33`4 0.48 _I" 0.62 0.75 0.7_ 0,73 0.67 0.614 0.53`4 0.474 0.42"`4 0,3_ "4 0.33 a
0.41`4 033 0.07 0JO 0.85 0.El 0 74 0 68 0.59 0.52`4 0.45 A 0.45`4 0.41 a
0.4_ 0._ 0.73 0.86 0.92 0.89 0.83 0176 0._ 0.58 0.$4 _ 0.El _ 0.45 a
0.65 0.73 0.84 0.S_ 1.04 1.06 1.00 0.92 0 81 0.71 0,68`4 0,03`4 0.54 D
0.71.4 0.73 A 0.37 0.03 1.O3/` 1.14 _ 1.12" I.(YL 4 0B_ A 0.80`4 0.7_ 0.75`4 O.68 B
0.33 _ 0,86`4 O03 1.0_ 1.134 1.294 1 33`4 1.20 .4 1.03 ° 0.90 _ 1.00 _ 1.00 B 0.99 _
097 _ 0,93`4 0.9(_ 1.0_ _ 1.21`4 1.404 t ' _4 I 4_ 1.20 _ 1.23 B 1.23 e 1.32 a 1,43 B
Xve.r_3e CJ4_ (ppmv) for MA, RCH
P_e_. Latitude ('N)
---_L_- -SO' -4O -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 +30 ÷40 +SO +,5O +70"
0,0" _'_'--_,T'r--uo3 o 005`4 o_X-"_o " o._ot ooo_-b_ _" ooa o oa 00_ _' o os _'
0.15" 0.18'* 0.124 0.09 _ 0.09 _ 0.11`4 0.11`4 0.11A 0.10 _ 0.09`4 009 0.08 0.07`4 0.06 _
0.20 0.18.4 0.13`4 0,11 _ 0,11`4 0.12`4 0.13`4 0.12 _ 0.12`4 0.11`4 0.10 0.09 _ 0.08`4 0.045 B
0.50 0.18`4 0.17`4 0,15 A 0.15`4 0.10'4 0,16.4 0,15.4 0.154 0,14`4 0.13`4 0.11`4 0.0g _ 0.08 n
0.40 0.19 "_ 0.21`4 0.2_ 0.21.4 0.20 .4 0.I_ A 0.13`4 rJ.lSA 0.13`4 018 A 0.144 0.134 0.|0 _
0.50 0.19 _ 0.26.4 0.31`4 0.29 '_ 0.36`4 0.24`4 0.23`4 0.23 _ 0.23`4 0.20 _ 0.17`4 0.14 A 0.13`4
0.70 0.19 _ 0.34`4 0.47`4 0.43`4 0.35`4 0.31`4 0.3(Y 4 0.31 _ 0.31`4 0.27 _ 0.2_'`4 0.19 _ 0.15"
1.00 0.224 036`4 0.504 0.43`4 0.41`4 0.364 0.33`4 0.36 A 0.354 0.30 _ 0.24 `/ 0.21`4 0.20 _
1 60 0.204 0,40.4 0.35`4 0.554 0.$3" 0 47 0.4$ 0 46`4 0 43`4 0.36`4 0.30.4 0.27`4 0_,
2.00 0.314 045`4 0.61 0.70 `4 0.68`4 0.61 0.58 0.53 0 53 044 0.36 _ 0,33`4 0,32 x
3.00 0.36.4 0.30 `4 0.66 0.76 ./ 0.75`4 0.89 0.66 0.85 0.59 0.49 0.41`4 0.39 A 0.37`4
4 00 0.41`4 0._5`4 0.71 0.314 0.82"4 0.76 0.74 0.72 0.05 0.54 0.40 '_ 0.44`4 0.43`4
5.00 0.48`4 0.01 _ 0.76 0.37 0.50 0.85 0.83 0.50 0.71 0.59 0.52 A 0.51 _ 0.50 _
7.CO 0.62 0.73 0.80 0.99 1.04 1.03 1.02 0.96 0,54 0.70 _ 0.03`4 0.64)`4 0.66.4
10.00 0.03`4 0.73`4 0.90 1.03 1.011 '_ 1.11 _ 1.12`4 1.05`4 0.02 A 0.32`4 0.70`4 0.76" 0.70 _
1600 0.52 _ O.|6 "4 0.97`4 1.03`4 1.15`4 1.24`4 1.31`4 1.22`4 1.084 1.054 1.00 _ 0.07`4 I.O8`4
20.00 0.97 _ 0.96`4 1.04.4 1_154 1.22 '_ 1.$9 A 1.52 _ 14t a 1.26 m 1.34 e 1.31 a i.24 A 1.40 _
• ExU-spol_t4d from orizins.l d,_t,,. Va,ristion i_ d-'s_<10%, >10%`4, >ZO'_ J, >50% c, >100% °
75
Av-,,._L_,___p_ fo, ^PeIL
PreM. [ LLtLtud, (°N)
(mb] [ -50* --40 -30 -20 -10 0 -# 10 _20 +30 -t-40 +60 +60 +70"
0.1"_-_---_4 _ 0118 0,0_ 00_ 0.'H :_ 011" 0.10 _ 0.10. 0O9 A 0,09 _ 0.08 0.0e '4 0.0S s
0.15_ I 0.15 A 0.12 a 0.10 J 0.104 0.12 A 0.12 A 0.12 A 0A] A 0.10 A 0.10 A 008 00_ A 0.05 a
0.20 I 0.16.4 014 B 0.12 a 0.12 _ 0.13 a 0,13 x 0.13 A 0.12 A 0.11.4 0.11A 0.09 007 "_ 0.0_ a
0.30 I 0.17 x 0,17 B 0 16 e 045 A 016 A 048 A 0-18 x 018 A 015 x 0.13 "Q 0,11/` 0.08 '_ 0.07 a
o.4o I O.l,40.20 A 020 A 0.19"* 0.19 A 0.19 A 019 x 0.20* 0,19 A 0.184 0.13 A 010 A 0.08 B
0.S0 I o2140 254 0.264 0-254 0.234 0.2_ A 0 24 A 0254 0.25 x 0 704 0 lS A 012 A O|0 B
0.70 I 0.24 A 0.32* 0.36 A 034 A 0 -304 0.29 0,31 '_ {J 34 A 0.34 A 0,20 _ 0.19 x 0.15 A 0,13 A
].00 I 0 264 0-34 A 0 .4|A 0,40x 0 35 A 0.33 0 35 0 3_ 0.38 A 0 29 A 021A O. 18A 0.15 A
1 50 I 0 29 A 0.40 A 0 49x 0.S0 A 045 _ 0 42 0,44 047 0,44 A 0 3_ 4 0.26 A 0.22 A 0.2(} A
0.34 A 045 A 0.58 A 0.63 A 059 A 054 055 058 0 53 042 0.33 0.28 0.252.00
3.00 0.39 A 052 A 0.654 0.71A 0.67 A 0_63 0.t$3 0.65 059 0.47 0.37 0,33 0.31
4.00 0.45 A 0,$8 A 0.72 A 0.78 "4 0.76 A 0.72 0.7[ 0.71 0.65 0,52 0.42 A 0.38 0.37
5.00 0_52 A 0._4_ A 0.7_ A 0_6 A 0,_5 0,_2 0B0 0 79 0.73 0.$8 A 0,47 A 044 0457.00 0._8 A 0.81A 0._4 1.02 105 104 1 00 095 0._8 0.7_ 4 0.S8 A 0.59 A 063
10.00 i 0,74 x 0 87 A 0.99 106 109 ^ l.l I l 08 1.02 0.9_ A 0.82 A 0.72 A 0.74 A 0.78
15.00 0.85 A 09_'* 1.08 A 1.144 1.164 12S x 1.25 A I.I_x 1 lla l-O_X I'04A I'074 1.13"



















Aver,ge CH, [ppmv) _r MAY
L_,tit ud_ [_N)
-50" -40 -30 -20 -10 0 _-_0 +20 +30 _-40 +50 +60 +70'
005 A 0084 0 114_0.11 x 0,12 A 01_ A 0-_ '_-l_o_j_;4 006_ 0"0_B
0,O_ A 00Oj A 0.12 A 0.12 A 0.12 A 013 A 0]2 A 0 _A 011A OlO-_ O.O_A 007 _ 00_
0.074 0 10`4 013 A 0.13A 0.13 A 014" 0 14A 013 _ 0 13 A 0 |I 4 0.08 _ 0 D7 B 007 g
0.09 a 013 x 0.15 A 0.15 _ 0.15 A 010 A 017 A 017 _ 0.16 A 0.13 A 0_10 A 0.08 A 0.07 B
0.11Js 01S A 01B x 0.17 A 0.18 A 0.19 x 0.20 A 021A 0.20 A 0.15 x 0.11 x 0.09 A 0.08 _
014 B 019 A 0.21A 0.20A 0.21A 0.22 x 0.25 x 0.21_x 025 A 0.16 A 0.13 A 0[l x 00@ a
020 J 024 _ 026 A 0.25 "_ 025 0.2_ 0._2 A 0.35 A 0.33 A 0.23 x 016 _ 013 x 0,IO_
0.23 a 0 2g A 0.$0 _ 0.2_"_ 0.30 0.52 0.56 A 040" 057 _ 0.264 019 _ 0.15 _ 0.12 _
0.30 B 0.36 x 0.50 _ 038 A 039 0.41 0.45 A 048 A 0 44/` 0.32 0.25 A 0.1_t A 0.16*
0.36 A 0.48* 060'* 0,50" 0.E.0 052 "_ 0 57 0 59 0 52 0.39 0.2_ "_ 0.24 A 0.21"
0.45 A 0._3 A 0.$7 A 0_8 A 0_0 0.60 064 0_ 0.58 0.44 0.54 A 0 29 _ 0.27 A
0._3 A 0.61* 0.66 A 0.66 068 0 69 0,72 073 0 65 050 0.3_ A 0.35 A 0.55 A
0.63 x 0.70* 0.75 0 78 0.79 0.78 080 0.80 0.72 05($ 4 0.45 '_ 042* 0.40*
0.83'* 0.89 "_ 0.06 I 02 1.03 0._9 0.98 0 <J_ 0.66 0.70 A 0.rio A 0.58 A 0.58
0.87 A 0.97 A 1.04 1.05 I.I0 1.08 1.06 10Q 0.91A 0.60* 0.73 '_ 0.75 _ 0.74 A
0.94 A 1.10A 120 "_ 1.214 122 1.24 1.20A I0_ 1.00 A ].(.K)A 1.04A 1.074 I.IOA













Aver_[# CH, /ppmm_for JUNE
Latitude ('N)
-50" -40 -50 -20 -I0 0 +I0 -1-20 +30 +40 +50 4-60 +70"
00_ 0.10 0.134 0.12A 0.12 A 0.12 A 0.12 x 0.11A 0.10. 0.0_ 0.07 A 00_ _ 0.0_T"
00_ 0,]0 0.]3 A 0.13 A 0.134 0.15 A 0.13 A 0.12 '_ 0.11A 0.10. 0.08 x 007 A 0.07 B
0.07 0.11 0 11A 0]4 x 0 14" 0.14 A 0.144 0.]4 '_ 0.13 A 0 ]IA 0-084 0"074 0"078
0.084 0.13 x 0.10 A 0.16 _ 0.16 A 0.17 _ 0.13 _ 0.18 _ 016 A 0.13 A 0.10. f) 08 A 007 B
0.I0 A 0.14 A 0.18 .4 0.18" 0.1;_/` 0.20-4 0.22 A 0.22 A 0.20 A 0.1_* 0.11* 009 _ 0.08 e
0.124 0.16_ 0.2GA 0.21A 0.22 _ 0.244 0.274 0.29_ 0.24/` 048 _ 0.12 A 0.10. 0.08 _
0.15 _ 0.20 a 0.23 A 0.25/` 0.27 030 A 0.$6 _ 0.38"_ 0.32/` 0.23 _ 0.15 x 0.11A 0.Dg_
0.]B B 0.23 _ 0.27 A 0.294 0.31A 0.34 x 0 40 A 0.43 A 03_ A 0 20 x 0.17 x 013 _ O. ll*
0.24 B 0.29 A 0.34 _ 0.35 '_ 0.SB A 042 _ 0.49 A 0 52 _ 0.44 "_ 0.SI _ 0.21 _ 0.]74 0.15A
0.32 s 0.58 _ 0.42 _ 0.444 0.47 A 0._2 _ G,59 0.62 0,54 0.38 0.26 x 0.22 A 020*
3.00 0.38 # 0.4_P_ 0.Sl A 0.52* 0,55 A 0.60_ 0.07 0.68 0.60 0.44 0.32/` 0.27 A 0.25 A
4.00 j 0.45 B 0.55 A 0.01A 061A 0.63 A 069 `4 0.74 0.75 0.645 050 0.38 '_ 0.33 A 0.30 A
5.00 0.53 B 0.65/` 0.72 A 0.72A 0.73/` 079 0,85 0.82 0,73 0.57 0.46 A 0,414 0.37x
7.00 0.7] A 0,90 _ l.O0 0,_ A 0._/` 1.00 1,0[ 0._ 0.87 0.73 0,64 0.60 0.55
]0.00 0.85 '_ 1.02A 1.09A 1.04'_ 1.054 1.06 1.07 1.00 0.91 `4 0.81A 0.75 A 0.73 0.71
18.00 1.1_ a 1.27A 1.28 '_ 1.19A 1.17_ 1.21" 1.18A 1.07_ 0.96 A 0.944 0 -974 I'024 1.10
20.00 1.58 B 1.57 B 1.49 A 1.36_ 1.33A 1-3(_4 1.30A 1.15_ ID_X I'1l_ 1"274 1"434 1"724




















Avar_l* CH4 [ppmv) for JULY
[,Mhud. l_--l.)
'--0-0_-_0--1f--0_r--_]--_]T_-_-l_--_[fX--f_j_0_ 0.661 008 u 0.0} r
0 09 0 I) 013 _ 0. IS A 0 134 0 14A 0 I] A (1 12 A 011A 0. IU 4 0,09 A 0.0A11 0.0711
O U_ 0 II 014 _ 0 14 A 0 154 0 |_4 0. IS'. 0 14 A 0 lJ 4 0, II A 0._34 0.0_ A 0.071
00_ 0.134 0.|6 _ 0. I_ A 0 17 a 0.1'J _ 0. l_ O.lB a 0.16 A 0.13 A 0.10 A 0,0_ 0.0711
0 09 A 0.14". 0 IS _ 0,194 0.214 0.734 0 2S a 0 244 0 21A 0,1e A 0,12 A 0,09 A 0,0711
0 IO A 0.]_, A 0 _0 A 0 22 A 0 Z_ '4 (I ?_* I'1 1_'. U "t_A I) _.74 t'l IO'. 0 13 A 0 |O A 0.07 A
0 I I D 0.18". 0.24 A 0.27 _ U 3| A 0..t']'. 0 4,1_ U.4_.'. U.31A 0.Z_ A 0.|54 0.|,1 '4 0.08A
0. I_11 0.20 A 0.20 A 0.29 A 0.33 A G 40 A 0.4S A 0._ _ 0 42 A 0.28 _ 0.17 _ 0.12 A 0.I0 A
0 I_ 025 A 0,30 A 0,34". 0J9 A 0,42". 0,50 _ 0.$_ A 0 _ 0.33". 0.21 _ 0.16 _ 0 13 _
012_S 031 _ 0.35 _ 059 A 0-45 _ 0.55 A 0 67 _ O'0g 0156 0.4_ 0126 _ O._ 011 ? _
0.3_11 0.$8 A 0.42"4 0.4_ _ 0.$2 A 0,_2 _ 0.73 0.T4 0.84 0.46 _ 0.32 _ 0._S A 0.25 _
0137X 0 4[_ 015 ] _ 0 54_ 016 I _ 0" ?_ 0180 0"?g 0170 0' [3_ 0.30 A 0.$2 "_ 0.29
0.44 A 0.54 _ 0.60 _ 0.64 A 0.70 _ , 79 A 0.86 0.86 01?6 0"_ 0.40 A 0.40 '`4 0.38
0.60 0 75 "_ 0.84 A 087 _ 0.92 A o.g8 1.0O 0.95 0 89 0.?8 x 0.05 '_ 0.61 0.60
0.82 0 93 x 0.1J_ _ O._ A I 004 I.O54 1 0_ I 00 0 92 _ 003* 0,74 A 0.73 0.70
l 39 13 C_ 1.2(Y 4 1.13 x 1,18 _ l,]9 x 1 17 A 108 A 098 A 0,94". 092 A 0,gll 1.15



















Av,r, I. CH_ Ippmv) for AUGUST
L..t,.d. ("N)
-50 _ -40 -_0 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 _-50 +40 +50 +_O +70'
009 010 011 0.13 A 0.13 x 0,13 a 0.12 _ 0, tO A 0.10 _ 0.10 _ 0.11 _ 0.11A 0.Ii a
009 0. II 0.12 014 '_ 0.1S'. 0.1_ B 0[4 "_ 0.]24 011A 0ll "_ 012". 0.11 _ 010 _
010 0 12 014 0,15 A 0 10 x 0 17 B 0,115 A 0.14 A 0,1_'. 0.134 0._2 A 0.1]'. O. lO "B
0 L| 0.14 0X'/ 0.1_ A 0.]9 A 0.21". 0.21A 0.20 "4 0.184 0,10 `4 0 13 A 0.]I A 0.0_
0.[_ A 0.17 A 0.21 0.23 A 0.23 A 0.26 _ 0.284 0.20". 0.25`4 0.20 "_ 0.15 A 0.11 x 0.08 A
013 `4 0-20 A 0.26 A 0.28 `4 0.2§ A 0._2 A 0.3T A 0.S_ A 0 34 A 0.24 A 0.]6 A 0.11 x 0.08 x
0.16 a 0 75" 0.54 _ 0.$5 _ 0.35 A 0,42 A 0.S2 A 0.58 .4 0.494 0.3"_ A 01_ .A 0.11A 0.07A
0.11111 0,2e A 0 33 A 0_5 _ 0.37 A 0454 0_.0 x O.al A 0 52". 0.54'* 020 A 0.13 A 0.09 A
0.24 s 0.28 A 0.$3 _ 035". 041 't 0.52 '_ 0.02 _ 066 0.57". 0.3_# A 0.23 A 0 l_ A 0.1 | A
0.31 l_ 0.-_0 "4 0.32 .4 0.$a _ 0_45 A 0.(50 '_ 0.70 0.71 002 0.45 _ 0.26`4 0.17 "_ 0.15 _
0.37 II 03_ 0.SII A 0.42 `4 0.61 '1 0.645 A 0.7& 0.7'7 06'/ 0.$0 _ 0.$1A 0.22" '1 0.IW 1
0.45 a 0.43 _ 0.4_ A 0,$0 A 0.$0 A 0.75 _ 0.81 0.82 075 0.$_ x 0.38 A 0.28 _ 0.28 A
0.S0 "4 0.52 `4 0.$4 A 0.$9 'a 0.1M! A 0.79 `/` 0.88 0.85 0.79 0.62 'I 0.45 `4 0.3_ A 0.33 A
0.0T x 072 ``4 0."/5". 0.7_ A 0.,117_ 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.70 x 0.63 x 0._,7 A 0.53
0.ST x 0.B_Y'1 0.84 A 0.$_ 0.gd_`4 |.02`4 1.00`4 1.04 A 0._ x 0.03 _ 0.72 A 0.68 A 0.1_ A
1.$@ _ IA6 A 1.02 '_ 1.00 _ 1.10`4 l.l?'*' 1.1_; A 1.12 '_ 1.05 _ 0,66 `/ 0.S$ '4 0.91`4 1.66 '_














A._er_le CH, (ppmv) for SEPTEMBER
L-_i_.d, ('N)
--50" _0 130 l_ i 10 O +10 +20 + _ +40 +&O + _ +70 "
0 10a 0.10 a 0.10 A 0.15 A 014 x 0.14 A 0.12 "_ 0.10 _ 0.10 _ 0.15 "_ 0.1_ A 0.15 x 0.]$
0. lla 0I] s 0.12_ 0.14_ 0 10_ 0.16". 0.14 x 0 12 A 0.12d 0.14 A 0. I_`4 0.1_`4 0.14
012 a 0.12A 0.1] x 0.16A 0.]7 _ 0. IS_ 0.10". 0.14 A 0.14_ 0.10 _ 0.1T A 0.15 x 0.15
0 13/I 015 _ 0.17 A 0.1_P_ 021A 0.22 A 0.21 '_ 0. I_"_ 0.19A 0.20A 0.10 A 0.15 A 0.11
0 15B 0 I_P4 0.2Z A 0.24 A 025 A 0.284 0.20 A 0 27 x 0.26 A 0.25 A 0.21 `4 0 14 A 0 1(}
0.]8 A 024" 0.28 _ 0.2_ 0.$1A 0.544 0.$0 A 0.37 A 0.36 '_ 0.32 _' 0.23 A 0.14 x 0.08
0.21A 0514 0.38 't 0.$? A 0.30 A 0.45 A 0.50 A 0.$44 0,$2 A 0.42 A 0.215`4 0.14 `4 0.07
0.24 A 0.32 A 0.$9 A 0.$9 A 0.42 A 0.4_PA 0 $4 `4 0.$$ A 056 `4 044 A 0.27`4 0.14 A 0.07
0 28". 034 _ 0.40 .4 043 _ 0,48 _ 0.50 _ 0.03 _ 0.60 _ O.e] _ 0.48 _ 0.28 x 0 15 "_ 0.08 _
0._s2 A 03_ B 0.41B 0.47 A 0.$4 A 0.63 0.72 0.7S 0.70 0.53 _ 0.30 A 0.15`4 0.09 A
0.384 0 41x 0.45 a 0.5_ _A 0.60 A 069 0.77 0.80 0.75 0._8 A 0.35 A 0.20 A 0.12 A
0 45 A 0 4TA 0.$111 0 57". 0.664 0.75 0.83 0.85 0 79 0.{_$ '_ 0 41A 0.26 't 0.18 "_
0.$34 0.$4 A 0.5_ A 0 _2 _ 0,72 A 0.82 0.88 0.90 084 0.69 A 0.49 A 0.344 0,25 A
0.71 a 0.6_ A 069 _ 0 734 0,8S 4 0.05 I.O0 0.99 0,93 0,80 A 067 A 0.65 0.46 x
0.84 A 079 _ 0.77 A 0.81 _ 0.934 1 05 1.06 1.03 A 0.98 "t 0_87 A 0.75 A 007 0.65".
1.11A 0_9 _ 0.938 0.95 A 1.08 A I 234 1.18 A l. I0 "_ 107 _ 0.99 A 0.91 "_ 0.93 A 1.04 A
147 A 1.24a I.]3a 112 -_ 1.25x 1.4_x 1.32A ].17_ 1.17"_ 1.12 _ 1.11A 130 A 1.72 A
" Extrspol_t_i from ori¢ina] di¢L Vsri_tiol_ in dais ,_I0_. >10% x, >20% _, >S0_ c, >100% °
77
AverL • CH, my for OCTOBER
__p,b_ -4o -_o -20 -Io n +,o +2o +30 +40 +_o +eoOlO" , o.io o.l_;i_ _ o12_ o15" o_6_o-T._-d_2-r--_.1-3x--6i'4_o14_
0.15 e I 0.10 0.I| A 0.|% A 0.14 A 0.|84 Ol_ A 0.|8 A 0 |4 A 0]J A 0 |5 A 0.15 _ 0 |4 A 0 |4 A
0.20 I 0.11 0.12`4 0.13 A 0.15" 0.18'* 0.19 A 0.1"; A 0 15 A 0.15 x 0.18`* 0.164 0.]4 A 0.13 '4
0.30 I 0.13 0.151 0 18a 0 18A 0,21A 023 x 0-22 A 0.20A 0 20A 0.20 A 0.18 `4 0.15 x 0.1] A
0.40 [ 0. l$ 0.17 x 0,20 A 0,2. "_4 024 A 0274 027 A 0.28 x 0.28 A 0.24 A 0.20 A 0 15 A 0.]O x
0.50 J 0.18 0,21A 0.24 x 0.27 A 0,29A 0.3IA 0-53A 034X 0"34A 0"29A 0"23A 0"16'_ 0"09A
0.70 l 0.21A 0.26 A 0.31 `4 034 A 038 0.39 0.434 0.47`4 0 46 A 0.36`4 0,27 `4 0.16 A 0.08 .4
1.00 I 0.23 `/ 0.25 x .033`4 0.37 A 0.39 _ 043`4 0.47 A 0.51`* 0.50 A 0.39 `/ 0,28`4 0 10`4 0.08`4
150 1 0.26 A 0.3X a 0.37 `4 0.43`4 0.47 A 0.51A 058 A 0.$94 0.57 A 0.46`4 0.30 A 017 A 0.06 A
2.00 I 0.304 0.35 `4 0.42 A 0.49 A 0.55 A 0.6].4 0,67 0,69 0.66/` 0.51`4 0.32`4 0.]7`4 0.08"
$.00 1 0.$$ A 0.40 A 0,47 A 0,$5 A 0.62 `4 0.M 0.76 0.76 0.70 x 0.56 A 0.$8 A 0.21A 0.11
4.00 0.42 A 0.47 A 0,55 x 0._ 0.65 A 0.75 0,79 0.61 0.76 A 0.62 x 0,44`4 0.28`4 0.18
5.{X) 0.49 ,4 0.&4 A 0.G0 A 0,60 A 0.78`4 0.$3 0.545 0.66 0.62 0.M 0.52`4 0.36 A 0.23
?.00 0.67 x 0.71 x 0.74 A 0.76 A 091 0._ ].01 1.01 0.94/` 0.62 0.69 0.56 A 0.44
10,00 [ 0.814 0.82"* 0.81A 0.85`4 099 l.lO 1,10 't 1.07`4 ! O0 _ 0.90.4 0.78`4 0.65'* 0,574
15.00 I 1.13 x 1.02 A 0.95 B 0.97 x 1.15 L3I 1.28.4 1.17 a l,]2 '_ 1.05`4 0.9_ A 092 A 0,69 A
1.57 1.28 B l.ll a 1 11A ] 33 1,57`4 1,45`4 1.2_ a I 26 a 1.23 a 1,19 A 1.25`4 1.$_
AverLte CR, _r.pmv} for NOVEMBER
Pr_.. L.,L.a.('N}
(rob) -S0" -40 -30 -20 -10 0 -fl0 +20 +30 +40 +$0 -_60 q-70"
















0.]I a 0.12A 0.13`4 0.14 _ Ol5`4 015 a 015 x 0.14`4 U.14A 0.14`4 0.12`4 0.10.4 0.08 A
0.11`4 0.13`4 0.14`4 0+15 A 0.18 '4 0.154 017`4 0.164 0+16`4 0.15`4 0.13`4 0.1O A 0.09 A
0.13 A 0.14`* 0.10 A 0.17.4 0.19 A 0.20A 0.20 A 0.19_ 0-I 9A 0.18 A 0.|5`4 0.11A 0.09 A
0,14`4 0.I_A 0.16 a 0.20 A 0.22 A 0.23A 0._4`4 0.24`4 0.23'* 0.2] A 0.17`4 0.13 A 0.09 A
0.16 A 0.18 A 0.20 A 0.23 A 0 25`4 027 A 0.2_Ft 0.29 A 0.28 A 0.24`4 0.19 A 0.14 A 0.10 A
0.19 J 0.21/` 0.24 A 0.26A 0.31`4 0.33`4 0.56A 0.37 A 0.$6 A 0.$0 A 0.23`4 0.18`4 0.10 A
0.20"* 0.24`4 0.27`4 0.52A 0.35`4 0.37 A 0.40 x 0.41A 0.59A 0.33`4 0.25`4 0.17`4 0.II B
0.23.4 0.25 _ 0.33`* 0.$_ t 0.44`4 0.46A 0.46/` 0.49A 0.47`4 0.39 _t 0.29 A 0.20A 0.12 e
0.27 _t 0.33A 040"* 0.47`4 0.34 057 _ 0.57/` 0.58 x 0.58`4 0A0`4 0.64`4 0.22 `/ 0.15 s
0.$2 A 0.39 A 0.47`4 0.64`4 0.61 0.65 0.65 0.M`4 0.83`4 0.53`4 0.4D A 0.27.4 0.17/.
0.35`4 0.46"* 0.54.4 0,6l`4 0.68 0.75 0.74 074 _' 0,70 A 0,60 A 0.47`4 0,53/` 0.22 a
0_43 A 0.54`4 0.63 `/ 0.70 A 0.77 061 0,63 0.63`4 0.78/` 0.86`4 0.554 0.41`4 0.2_ r_
0.62 "t 0.72.4 0.Sl 0.67'* 0.94 1.00 LOS 1.05 0.M 0.86 0.74`4 0.60 A 0.48`4
0.77"* 0.65'* 0.65`4 0.93 A L03"* 1.12 1.13_t 1.10.4 1.05A 0.97 A 0.64`4 0.71"* 081`4
1.11`4 1.05x 1.01`4 ID4 x 1.20A I.$4"* 1.51/` 1.244 1.21_ 1.17"* 1.04`4 0.95"* 0.91`4
1.61`4 I.$5x 1.I_`4 1.16A I.$_ 1.61x 1.63`4 I.$9J 1.40a 1.42`4 1.28 _ 1.23`4 I.$5 _
Av_r_|e CHI Ipprnv) f:_r DECF.MBER
" Lttitude ('iN)-50" -40 -30 -20 -I0 0 +10 +20 +30 +40 +SO +60 +70"
0.I0" I 0.II/` 0.12A 0.12 A 0.12 x 0.12 0.12"* 0. l_I`4 0.13 #t 0.14`4 0.13 A 0.10 _ 0.08 0.07"*
0.15* 0.12"* 0.13.4 0.13 't 0,13`4 0.13 0.15/` 0.14/` 0.14.4 0.15 `4 0.14/` 0.li`4 0.09 A 0.07.4
0.20 0.]2 "4 0,13`4 0,14 A 0,14 A 0.14 0.14 x 0.15/` 0.15.4 0.16 A 0.15/` 0.11A 0.09 A 0.0_ 4
0.30 0.13/` 0.|6`4 0.16 A 0.17 _ 0.17/` 0.17 A 0.16`4 0.18`4 0.16`4 0.18`4 0.13/` 0.10 `4 0.0_ x
0.40 0.14/` 0.16 A 0.16/* 0.20 A 0.21`* 0.21`4 0.21"* 0.21`4 0 21`4 0.18 A 0.15/` 0.12"* 0.0_ A
0,S0 0.16 B 0.16/` 0.20 A 0.24`4 0.25`4 0.23`4 0.25`4 0.24`4 0.24`4 0,21`4 0.17 .4 0.13`4 0.10 A
0.70 0,17 B 0.20 A 0.24`4 0.30 A 0,32`4 0.32 _ 0.31/` 0.30 A 0.28`4 0.25 A 0-20 A 0.15`* 0.12`4
1.00 0.18 B 0.22"* 0.28 A 0.344 0.37`4 0J7 A 0.35`4 0.34 A 0.31.4 0.27`4 0.22 A 0.17`4 0.12`*
1.&0 0.21A 0.27 A 0.35"* 0.42A 0AS A 048`4 0.43`4 0.41 _t 0.36`4 0.33 _ 0.27`4 0.19 A 0.13 _
2.00 0.23`4 0.32'* 0.43 A 0.52 0.57'* 0.55`4 0.54`4 0.50 x 0.46`4 0.40 A 0.32`4 0.22 A 0.14 _
3.O0 0.28`4 0.36 A 0.50 A 0.59 A 0.65 A 0 66 _ 0.81`4 0.58 a 0.54`4 0,47`4 0.38`4 0.27 x 0.18 _
4.00 0.35`* 0.4_ 0.56 0.60 `4 0.73 A 074 x 0.70 0.67 `4 0.82`4 0_54.4 0.45 _ 0-334 0 -23A
5.00 0.44`* 0.54x 084 0.74 A 0.82 _ 083 0.80 0 77 0.72`4 0.64"* 054 _ 0.40 A 0.29 A
7.00 0.65 A 0.74 0.61 0.90 A 1.0%`* 1.03 1.00 1.00 0.94 065 0.74`4 0.56 .4 0.44 A
I0.00 0.79 A 0.32A 0.57`4 0.95 x 1.08.4 1.14 1.10 1.06x 1.0_ A 1.00A 0.67`4 0.70 A 0.56`4
15.00 [ 1.08A 0.99A 0.97 x 1.054 1.22x 134 1.29-4 1.23`4 1.274 1.32`4 1.14/` 0._ A 0.9OA
20.00 [ 1.49a 1.1_A 1.09A 1.15A I._6_ 1.59 1._2"* 1.41`4 1.54It 1.75`* 1.51`4 1.30A 1.4l 4
' Extr*tpolated from ongina-i d_tt. Vaxi,,tion in dtt_cl0%, >10%.4, >206_ B, >SOY* c, >100% D
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A...at ^--.,t. N,o _pb.}
Pros. Latitude I'N) +70"
(n,b) -50' --40 -30 -20 -10 07 +10 +20 +30 +40 +S0 +60
0.10" 0.53 c 0,63 _ 0.09 c 0.69 C 0.70 c 0 2 (` 0.$2 a |.01 ° 1.14 a 1.03 s 0.75 B 0.SSa 0.50 a ]
0.13 e 0.60c 0 .72C 0 -79C 0 ._M3C 0.El c 0-838 0.94 B 1.108 1.298 1.19_ 0.858 0.63 B 0.578 /
020J 0"09c 0"82c 0"91c 0"92c 0"93c 0"9_8 1.088 1.$28 1.478 1 .$58 0.968 0,718 0.64*
0,30' 0,89 '_ 108c 1'20c 1"22c 1'24C 1'278 1"438 1"738 1"918 1"748 1"238 0"928 0"83A I
0.40" 1.15 c 1.42 c 1.59 c 1-62 c 1.65 c 1.698 1.898 2.278 2.498 2.238 1.588 l'19n 1"07_ 1
0.50" 1.49 c 1+86C 2"11c 2"10C 2+20C 2248 2"49_ 2"968 $+238 2"808 2"028 1'$38 1"38A /
0.70 214 ¢ 2.74 c 3.16 c 3.28 c 3.358 3418 3.758 4.308 4.678 4.048 2.848 2.108 ].91 s
1,00 2.75 c 3.03 c 4.37 c 4,6_ c 4.778 4.8; 8 5.268 5 _8 6.118 6088 3.568 2.65 s 2,20#
I 50 4 10 ¢ 38] c 7.48 c 8.36 c 8,578 8 668 9..'_l 8 9.98 s 9.57 e 746 # 5.20 a 3.748 2.80 c
"__0 0.30 a 9.30 B 12.808 14.98 c 15.420 15.50 B 16,148 16,6_ 14 988 10.95 # 7.588 3.288 3"57¢ I
3.(_ 0"818 14"078 19'048 2269J 24"098 24408 25"138 25"078 21"90e 15"958 11"168 7"888 "S'46C I
4.00 150_ a 20968 27.70 m 33.6C_ 36790 37.79 _ 3833 # 36.95 n 31248 2294 B ]6.23 B 11638 B.33ca
5(}I) 23208 31"_8 40478 49"768 56.198 58-368 58478 54-408 44708 33.00 _ 23.60 _ 1719 s 12.71
7,00 3044 't 63.938 79.548 ]O_.20_llg.33t_126.37 A 123.64 A 108.43 A 85.0q5 A 63.45x 46.52A 34.98A 27,48 B
I0.00 70 II a 84378 100.738122.888144.95S13347A147.12_12791_103.2_ 81.36x 63.76A 50.738 41.54 B ]
1500 ]21.378 133.978149.348 ]72.058 200.468212.17A 196_59x 168.46 _ 142.51A 123.13A 107.798 94.25B S274 s [
_0_ 210 138212-728221'41B242.578277.24_ 293 32A 262.70_221-87A 19075 A 180338 132 258 175 ll_l_4 79_











50" -40 -30 20 -lO O + I0 -#20 -_30 +40 +50 +t_O +70"
_o__o_o _ o._o o71z_-'-o.z__- o_--b/_-_ -o _o_- ,._-oo._rr-_-o_ -
01l a 0 II _ 0.12 A 0.12 _ 0.13 _ 014 A 0.13 _ 0.12 0.12 _ Oll 8 010 _ 0.09_ 008 _
0.11 _ 0l_ _ 013 A 0.13 _ 014 `/ 0 15 _ O.154 0 14_ O l__ 0.12 _ 0 II8 009 B 0.O8 _
0 -15_ 014 _ 0,] _Sx 0.16 _ 0174 018 _ 0 18 A 0 18 _ 0.17 _ 0.15 _ 013 I_ 0.10 _ 0.09 _
0.14 a 0.17 B 0.19-_ 0.20 _ 0214 0.22 x 022 x 0.22 _ 021 _ 0.]B 8 0.158 0A2 _ 00W s
015 B 0.20 _ 0.258 0.254 0.264 0 27 A 0,28 _ 0,298 0.27 _ 0.22 _ O 17 B 0.13 _ 0.10_
0AS _ 0.248 0.30 # 03_ 0.33 _ 0.34 _ 0.378 0.398 0.368 0.23 a 0.20_ 0.15 B 0.II _
020 _ [_27 _ 0.338 0.368 0.37 _ O 3 _ 0.41 _ 0.43 s 0.398 0.31 _ 0.238 0.1_ B 012 B
0 25 _ 0 32 A 0 39_ 0.438 0.45 _' 0 ,{_A 0,50 A 0 5] _ 0 46 _ 036 A 027 B 0.19_ 0 }4 0
200 [ 030 037 _ 045 D 051D Obt_ _ 05/44 061 _ O_U _ 054 _ f)43x 03ix 023/3 (i171J
3.VO _ 03_ 043 _ 0.51 a 0$88 083 _ 066 068 0_7 _ 060 _ 048 _ 037 _ 028 _ 02_ _
4 00 i 0 42 0 5t_ 0 59 't 0.65 _ 0 70 _ 0 74 0.75 074 _ 0 67 _ 055 A 043 _ 0.34 B 0 28 u
590 i 0.49 058 _ 0.60 _ 0 73 _ 0.794 0.82 0 83 0.81 0 74 A 061 _ 050 _ 0.42_ 034 o
I 700 I 0 _7 076 _ 0 83 _ 0.90 _ 097 101 [.O0 0.97 0.89 0.76 066 0.59 052 _
10.O0 I 0"79"4 0"85_ 09Ox 0"95A 103 1 09 1.O_ 1.03 0 95 0._6_ 0.77 _ 0 7| 067 i
15.00 I I04_ 1 03 _ 1.03 _ 1.0_ 4 1,16 I 26 1.24 1.13 I 08 A 104 "_ 0.99 _ 098 _ 102
2000 _ 138 e I 258 1.18 _ 1.18_ 129 I 45 1.42_ 1.29_ I 72 _ ] 27_ 1 28 _ 133 _ 154
• Extrapolated from ori|inaJ dstl_. V_rlat,on In d_tL <10%, >10_, >20% 8 , >_0°_ c, >100% _
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The absolute abundance maxima and minima have an Interegting distribution in
3al_tude as well as time. A:; alrea_ly not,,d, th_ _l._;oil)te nlaxima occ_Ir in
t he :hmtmcr ; th(, T alu C,'ht I('_1 (,n :,l,,,.k 211 ° I,,I i 1 ,;,h:. I =, th_ Nr)rt burn IlvmJ _;-
phere, th_ low-IJt_tudt_ suh_mcz miJ×imum _s t_aJ bed by a high-latitude{centred
on about 60 O ) minimum, and vlce-versa in the winter. Unfortunately, the
asymmetrical latitudinal coverage of SAMS does not permit us to say whether
the Southern Hemisphere low-latltude maxima and minima are also accompanied
by high-latltude extrema of the opposite sign.
Consider now the variations with latitude and season which take place on
constant height (log pressure) surfaces. Starting at the highest levels at
which ell 4 was observed, i.e. around 60 km (N20 is below the noise level at
this height), a non-seasonal trend is observed whereby all latitudes in both
hemispheres tend to have maxima aroun4 September, and minima around March.
Lower down, the pattern described above with a low latitude Summer maximum
and a high-latitude Summer minimum emerges, until at about 35 _ all latit-
udlnal and seasonal variability becomes sub_]ucd. TIJe reason fc,r this is
clear when lower levels are examined; [be pattern reverses phase to glve low-
latitude Sunder minima and Winter maxima.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE MODEL REFINEMENTS
Models of the zonally averaged, time averaged mixing ratios of nitrous oxide
and methane have been derived from three years of the data from the Stratos-
pherlc and Mesospheric Sounder on the N_mbus 7 satellite. The distributions
of both species are simil_r, as weuld be expected slnce both originate in
the troposphere and both have long phc_t<_chemical lifetimes. Considerable
latltudinal and seasonal]>-varyinq sl ruuuure _ s pres_nL _n the observed
distributlons. This has been described in a pnenomenological way but wlth no
attempt to explain the mechanisms underlying the features. This aspect zs
still under stud}, and will be reported at a later date.
It is l_kely that small improvements in the 4ata set and hence ]n the model
presented here will be posslb[e as a result el further processlng of the
SAMS radlances, in particular to reduce the temperature error which contrib-
utes to the uncertainty in the constituent retrievals, q'ile discrepancy
between the satellite and balloon measurements suggests that errors of up to
50% in N20 and 25% in CH 4 may remain at the lowest level sounded. WE intend
to reprocess the SAMS results with an improved treatment of the spectroscopy
and examine longitudinal and other trends to see if any reason for this can
be found.
An improved version of SAMS (ISAHS) is belnq built for the Upper Atmosphere
Research Satelllte, and a major revision of the model will be possible when
these data become available early in the next decade.
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